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A formerly classified letter released in-July 1978 under the Freedom of halm mation Act verifies a widely-believed rumor that at least some or the limiting for U.S. military and university LSD experiments came from the Central Intel. lige= Agency. 
In 1975, Dr. Neil Burch of Baylor University, one of the institutions where such experiments were conducted. told the Washington Post that he untleisiotx1 the actual funding came from the ( 'IA; however, he had no writen proof of his belief. Then, in 1977, present CIA Director, Admiral Stansfield Turner, released 400 pages written in a way that concealed CIA sponsorship of various research projects, including the LSD experiments. 

The newly-released letter, written December 3, 1955, and sent by then CIA Director Allen Dulles to the See' Lary of Defense, indicates that the ('IA paid fur LSD experimentation carried ow by Army, Navy and university scientists. "Since 1951," wrote Dulles, "this Agency (the CIA) has carried out a program of research which has provided imporiatit information on the nature of the ahnor mal behavior produced by LSD. 	Ibis Agency has provided financial stionint 
for certain projects in the field of psycho chemicals (including LSD) being con-ducted by the Chemical Corps Of the Army) and by the Office of Naval Research." 

When CIA Director Turner made documents on MK-Ultra (experiments on human behavior and mind control) public in 1977, all names of institutions, halal- 

ials. doctors and indp. 'duals involved in the projects were blacked out. Die newly obtained Dulles letter, however, names six of these individuals: "Dr, L. Wilson ;recite, technical Director, ( bemical 'tam Chemical and Radiological Labor. atories, Army Chemical Center; Dr. Mike Dill, Scientific Director, Chemical t 'tiros. Medical Laboratory, Army Chem-cal (enter; Dr. Armandes tvlarrazzo, a siieniist at the Medical Laboratory, Army t licillical (enter; Capt. Clifford P. Phoebus, Chief, Biological Sciences Divi. sion, t ghee of Navul Research; Brig. (kn. Don 0. liliekinget, A R DC, 11.S. Air Force; Li. ('ol. Alexander Bahlin, Office Ili the Assistant Secretary of Defense Ott:search and Development)." These were their scientific affiliations in 1955. 
In 1955, Dr. Hugh Angle, an Assistant Professor of Medical Psychology at Duke University and hornier associate of one of these men, Dr. Armando; Marrazzi m 'he klissom i Ili...kink of Psychiatry, where Marrazzi used in teach, released an arri-davo ctiticut oi Marrazzi's LSD experi-ments. The affidavit charged that Mur-

rain gave LSD to numerous people withi,' their consent. The U.S. Drug Fliforcenieni Administration asked Miniaiti to surrender his license to administer I SD, which he did. Accord-ing to Minium, the DEA took such det1011 because he kept the LSD In an unlocked refrigerator and freezer—a lax secur ity procedure for au illicit drug, and because the Fed% discovered inconsisten-cies in his drug itivemuries, inconsistencies Marrazzi considered minor. 
Marrazzi kit M1P in 1975 to become chief of iteurophurinacological research at the Detroit Psychiatric Institute. 	❑ 
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